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1. Abstract

The inadequate use of project management techniques and available standards like *PMBOK* (published by PMI) in execution of real. Project Management is inherently an experiential learning, where learning by experience and motivation to apply to actual projects are central issues. An experiential learning process for project management requires an environment where a learner can act as project manager executing a project without the costs and risks associated with an unsuccessful project delivery. This can be broadly accomplished by two education strategies- One is business simulations and the other is usage of project management games. In this paper we use the latter strategy and present a technique to provide experiential learning to project managers based on a “Board Game” design, similar to the popular game “Monopoly” (Called as “StrateJect”). A System Dynamics model describing the game design, a simulator, and a game machine that handles user interactions and presents project management learning are presented. Also, we present an experimental study that evaluates an experiential learning process based on the proposed game.

Some salient features of “StrateJect” include:

- Multilevel based game which provides for application of project management concepts of *PMBOK 5* (published by Project Management Institute, PMI) to a virtual project in an industry of user choice.
- Creation of collaborative environment where members can network with other project managers and monitor their performances which creates a Gamification environment to create motivation for users to learn application of project management in a competitive setting.
- Ease of customization for application of concepts of *PMBOK 5* (Published by PMI) to various Industries and different departments within the same organization to customize project learning.
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2. Introduction

Project management can be considered as a universal concept and is applicable to all industries and functions, but according to the software engineering literature and recent researches (1; 2; 3; 4) its adoption in software projects is still inadequate and deficient. The high number of software projects that are cancelled each year and the number of projects presenting schedule and cost overruns (1; 2) may be consequences of this lack of awareness of project management. It is widely accepted that experienced project managers perform better than inexperienced managers in concluding their projects successfully (5; 6) to evolve a project strategy as it unfolds. However, still many project managers are promoted from technical teams due to their successes in previous projects without proper training and education to acquire project management skills (3). Thus, education strategies adopted to prepare project managers play a very important role in preventing project failures due to inadequate use of project management techniques on software projects, providing the basis to improve the present scenario of so many failed projects.

This paper discusses current project management education strategies and their deficiencies and ways to overcome them with the help of Project Management Games as an education strategy. We have developed a game, namely “StrateJect”, and used it in two experimental studies to evaluate our hypotheses concerning the usefulness of games to a project management training programs. The paper is organized in eight sections. The first one comprises this introduction. The next section discusses the deficiencies presented by the traditional instructor centric education strategy when applied to project management learning and some research that has been made to complement this approach with other tools. Section 3 and 4 presents the details of game that we have developed and its architecture. Section 5 presents the simulation model, while Section 6 describes the game machine. Section 7 discusses the experimental studies that were executed to evaluate the game usefulness to learning project
management. Section 8 concludes the paper by presenting our final conclusions and considerations.
3. Experience in Education

One of the requirements for project management educational success is motivation and one of the best motivations for learning project management comes from taking a role in real projects and evaluating the outcomes of decisions made in the project (7). By analyzing the results of strategy adopted to complete the project, decisions made and evaluating its impact on overall success of the project, a person can enhance his or her management skills and ability to make better decisions in future to achieve project success. This approach is a significant improvement over the case study approach that was developed early in the 20th century and is still widely deployed in organization learning methods (8).

Most of our current project managers are technical managers who were promoted to become project managers considering their technical skills, without proper training to assume their new responsibilities. Even those who receive some training usually learn through traditional educational strategies, which are content-centric: they focus on “what to learn” instead of “why to learn” and “How to apply”. The instructor decides what, when and how learning will be conducted, usually by using classes, textbooks and tests (9). The essential drawbacks of such methods are that there is no instant feedback and an inherent assumption that all the learners require similar project management learning. Two characteristics of software project management present difficulties to the application of the content centric educational approach.

- First, it should be noted that only adults undertake project management: so, project management training is essentially adult training.
- Second, large-scale software projects are complex elements and their behavior is often too complex for mental analysis and learning by reading or listening.
In regards to adult training, pedagogical studies (10) have shown that the content-centric approach is not adequate for adult learning, since adults prefer to learn based on experience and learn better when they can apply education to solve their current problems. Concerning complexity, the traditional education approach may not be adequate since project management strongly depends on past experiences and knowledge. While analyzing a decision, a manager usually seeks in his memory for a similar situation in other projects or uses his perception to capture current reality and mentally predict its future state according to available alternatives (11).

Large software projects are characterized by dynamic complexity in the form of feedback loops, delays, and cause-and-effect relationships which are distant in time. Their behavior cannot be efficiently predicted by mental models (12). Since project behaviors cannot be easily derived from basic principles (the content to be learned), the content-centric approach must be complemented by mechanisms that support experiential learning. Mentoring novice managers through pilot-projects is an example of various such mechanisms. However, it is not always possible to create real projects for manager trainees due to practical constraints on schedule, budget, and risk. Another alternative could be the adoption of games based or simulation based project management learning and this paper focuses on the former approach. Gamification can reduce training time, budget and risks while enhancing the experiential nature of project management education. Project Game models can be quickly analyzed and configured for several distinct development situations that could happen in large projects, with long schedules and large teams. The use of simulation to support project management education for the same purpose has been analyzed by several studies (13; 14). The usage of games to support project management education is however a more recent phenomena and is a subject of analysis in this paper.

Some drawbacks of simulations for education goals are presented in (16; 17; 15). A problem with simulation tools is their lack of a real project development environment
look-and-feel. Since the interaction with the project environment does not resemble a real situation, student’s motivation can be limited while using simulation tools. In an artificial learning situation, student motivation and engagement play an important role. Some special drivers for creating such motivation include self-realization, challenge, victory, rewards, pleasure, and fun. In this sense, games provide a better education by adding fantasy, visual effects, and a more compelling interaction model for practitioners. Digital games are also a growing market to adults: the average American player age is 29 years while the average work-force age is 39 years (9). The trends globally are also similar and in India, the average age of a work force is even lesser. However, playing is usually considered to be the opposite of working and hence more appealing for adult education. Some current research works present the adoption of game concepts in software engineering education, such as the SimSE Tool (18) and the SESAM Project (7).
4. The “StrateJect”

To evaluate the impact of game-based learning approach to project management learning, we have developed a Project Management strategy execution game, called The StrateJect (19). The diversity of game styles makes it difficult to establish a game taxonomy, but we consider adventure or puzzle as well suited for educational goals aiming at reasoning, judgment, decision-making and system thinking. By using the game, the user is asked to act as a project manager, planning and controlling software project with success, i.e. complete within the planned schedule and budget estimates. The game construction is based on three main elements, as can be seen in Figure 1: a simulation model, a simulation machine, and a game machine, which will be detailed on the following sections.

![Figure 1: The “StrateJect” Game structure](image-url)
5. StrateJect Game Simulation Model

The simulation model of the game represents the project management world and the aspects that will be simulated and presented to the player. Such behavior is determined by the structure of the elements that participate in the system and the relationships among them. Such structure and relationships are described in the model through mathematical equations. This modeling discipline has already been used in the development of software project models (20), which became a base for subsequent reviews and extensions by other authors. One of these extensions is the scenario-based project management paradigm (16), which separates uncertain aspects from known facts in project models. This separation occurs by building distinct models (namely scenario models) for each uncertain aspect that can influence a software project. These are incorporated with the help of “Risk Modeling” which are an integral part of any project management execution as shown in Figure-2. The models can be more easily developed, modified, integrated and expanded to embrace project management knowledge from the technical literature and practice. By using games, it is possible to evaluate the impacts of the desired scenarios over the expected project behavior.

Figure 2: Screenshot illustration of StrateJect Game Simulation Model
6. StrateJect Game Simulation Machine

The Game simulation machine is the element responsible for controlling simulation steps, iteratively calculating model equations to evaluate system elements' behavior, which is different from ordinary simulators. Using ordinary simulators, a learner playing the role of a manager should prepare a plan (configuring model elements and relationships) and follow it until the end of the game. This static structured simulation does not represent with confidence the reality: during a software development project, the manager makes decision all the time during the development process – not only during the planning phase – modifying the original plan (and thus, the model structure) to better control the project. The StrateJect Game simulation machine developed in our work is able to translate and simulate System Dynamics models and to process events during the game. This dynamic structured simulation can take into account player actions over the model structure during the game run without rebuilding the behavior generated by previous game steps.
7. The Game Machine

The game machine is the element that the player interacts with and receives visual feedback from the model game simulation. It is able to create a project life cycle technique with continuous phases. Each phase represents a separate game simulation model, configured externally in a configuration file. This flexibility allows the adoption of several different educational goals using the same game depending the learning needs of the project team. The player starts the subsequent phase immediately after finishing the preceding one. During a phase, the project development takes place with hired team members who remain fixed during the phase of the project. The productivity and weekly salary information is presented and the user can choose the project human resources which will affect the budget and schedule of completion of the work in the phase. The various roles in the game include:

- **Project Manager** – This is the player’s role, responsible for project planning and several decision-making during the game;
- **Project Human Resources** - The team to develop the project. Each resource has different skills and characteristics such as weekly salary, productivity, specified domain expertise etc;
- **PMO** - Represents all the other project stakeholders and responsible for the project plan acceptance, providing finance during development.

Each game phase is also divided into five steps: Begin stage, Project Planning, Planning Acceptance, Project Execution and End stage. These are described in more detail below.

**Begin Stage**

The beginning of a phase presents the project to be managed by the player. The project description document includes the description of the project to be delivered, special scenarios that may impact the development and project characteristics: quality,
schedule, budget demands and constraints are presented. The expectations and the conditions of the project and the rules of resource selection are presented to the user.

**Project Planning**

In this step, the player is asked to develop a project plan to be executed. The player must select and hire appropriate resources from those available in the game as illustrated in Figure-3. The number and the kind of resources selected will impact the budget, delivery schedule and quality of the work. These resources once selected cannot be modified till the end of the project phase. There is provision for estimating the risk reserves which may be required to deal with project risks.

![Select Resource](image)

**Figure 3: Screenshot illustration of Resource selection Panel**

**Planning Acceptance**

Once the project plan is ready, it must be sent to the PMO for acceptance as shown in Figure-4. The plan can be approved or not depending on the budget requested. A project plan is refused if its overall estimates are over the constraints described in the project presentation at the begin stage. If the project plan is refused, the player must plan for it again until it is accepted.
Project Execution

The time and funds available for development are shown in the bottom on the screen as illustrated in Figure-5. Project execution runs in continuous turns, consuming project resources as the development proceeds. The player must be aware of the project behavior and take corrective actions at the end of each phase based on the EV and TCPI metrics for the phase of the project completed.
End Stage
The phase ends when the user runs out of budget before the completion of project phase (failure) or when all the phase is done under budget with success. At the end of each phase, the user evaluates the project performance which will help in planning the next phase of the project.
8. Game-based Learning Evaluation

In the software project management context, to depict the game utility and the improvements that our research should develop, two runs of a case study were conducted to evaluate the adoption of The StrateJect game within a training concept. The training was divided into game and discussion sessions. During the game session, the subjects were asked to play one round of the game which involves five phases of a software project development. When the game was completely finished, an instructor and all subjects participated in a discussion session. The instructor presented common scenarios and approaches of project management which came up during the game, positive and negative examples for specific decision-making situations, allowing the practitioners to better interpret their actions and performance during the game. The first study was conducted with 18 subjects in May 2014 (All participants were project management practitioners managing project teams ranging from 3 to 10 members each) from a large Market Research KPO company which has its software project development department based out of Hyderabad, India. The second study was conducted with 30 subjects in June 2014 (All participants were project management having project management experience of more than eight years) from a large software development company with a development center based out of Hyderabad, India. All subjects received training in project management topics (e.g. project budgeting, project schedule tracking, performance evaluation using Earned value and TCPI analysis etc) and in the game utilization. The training session lasted three full days in both the cases. The game lasted for approximately about 180 minutes in both the cases on the fourth day of the training which involved each participant playing against the computer in taking turns to finish the project as early as possible within the budget. The game has various features to enable social interactions among players and see live scores of all the participants creating psychological and organizational issues. Other features like Project Learning Center (PLC) in the game, detailed explanation of the user actions, consequences, lessons
learned, and alternative routes for decision-making during the execution of the game were well received. This has greatly helped the users to evaluate their own performance after executing each phase of the game to improve their decision making skills in the next phase of the game.

Only two of the subjects were able to outperform the computer in completing the project faster than the computer within the budget provided. Despite the failure of many participants, the subject’s feedback was considered highly positive as participants appreciated the ability to apply the concepts of project management to a Gamified project situation. The training concept with the game instrument was considered motivating, dynamic, practical and enjoyable. Subjects pointed out some important aspects such as psychological pressures (from continuous-time turns and compelling visual effects), high difficulty as a motivating challenge to the player and the entertainment factor while executing the game without losing the engagement to achieve the goals. Post training surveys were conducted to gather feedback from the participants to evaluate the performance the game based training on project management learning outcomes.

To better understand the evaluation results obtained with the game based training, it was compared with the evaluation results of a four day class room based training completed for 30 participants in the software development company in April 2014. Table 1 shown below summarizes the feedback and results of the evaluations obtained for the game based learning in comparison to the class room based learning of project management.

Few notable points from the evaluation are pointed out below.

- The project management skill has substantially increased in both the learning formats.
- Interest in project management has shown significantly higher increase in the case of game based learning (96% for game based learning in comparison to 80% for class room format).
- All the participants felt game based training was good while it was limited to 60% in class room format.
The interactions were rated more positively in game based training (88% in comparison to 40% for class room format).

The largest difference was in terms of the feeling of fun and user initiative to read additional project management related learning documents. 100% participants felt the game based format was fun, while only 20% users felt that way for the class room session. In addition, 84% of participants have read project related education documents in the case of game based learning while that was a paltry 10% for class room format.

Table 1: Comparison of Game Based Learning Evaluation Results with Classroom based Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game Based Learning (StrateJect) Evaluation Results</th>
<th>Content Based Learning (Traditional) Evaluation Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remained</strong></td>
<td><strong>Increased</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Skill</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in Project Management</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cannot Say</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Based Training</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social interactions with colleagues</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Was game based training fun?</strong></td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Did you read the documents in Project Learning Center (PLC)?</strong></td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Final Considerations

In this paper we analyzed the adoption of practical mechanisms to complement the traditional content-centric education strategies for project management learning. The focus in this paper is on training software project managers, since the lack of knowledge of management techniques and the inadequate use of management techniques is considered to be a root factor that inhibits project success. This has to be validated in other industries as well. Game based project management education is well suited to be introduced in an experiential learning situation, such as required by manager trainees. They give to the participant an opportunity of experimenting the consequences of executing or neglecting important project management functions, confront him or her with complex issues that must be resolved during project development, and test different approaches and solutions of project management, learning by observing their consequences. To keep up with software project models evolution and unique challenges of teams, the simulation machine presented in this paper should be extended to show more state transitions and graphical feedback, enriching the player perception and entertainment.

Besides the game based model, many other research areas can be highlighted: pedagogical evolutions to the training concept with project simulations, art evolutions over game usability and multimedia presentation, research on traces over player actions and performance, and psychological researches about cognitive and motivational issues related to game-based education to name a few.
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